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Although the range in between them was about 30 meters, Alex Cohen translucented 
the space in between the tall yard and recognized the person at a glance. 

The leader of those 3 people was Chase Lucas’ secretly trained underling, Horus 
Thorpe! Alex did not anticipate to face him here as well as subconsciously believed, 
‘Was he likewise searching for Symore?’ 

Large Ken was also surprised as well as stated softly, “Youthful Master, let’s go up and 
take a look. We’re not scared of him, however if he’s not searching for Symore, then 
there’s no demand to take care of him below.” 

Alex had significant organization to attend to and also did not have the heart to invite 
unnecessary trouble, so he nodded in agreement and adhered to Horus Thorpe into the 
town with Huge Ken. 

A couple of mins later on, Horus dropped in front of a yard as well as stated something 
to a young man at the door. 

Huge Ken saw this as well as became nervous. 

Advertisement 

” Youthful Master, I’m afraid that we need to take care of Horus Thorpe even if we do 
not wish to. The ‘Village Recreation Center’ ahead of him is really Symore’s texas 
hold’em club. If he’s also here for Ian Roche’s whereabouts, we can’t let him get ahead 
of us.” 

” Mmm. Allow’s review then!” 

Alex had no choice however to walk over with Large Ken. 

As quickly as Horus saw them, he frowned. 
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” What are you men doing right here?” 

Alex rudely replied, “This isn’t your home! If you can come, why can’t we?” 

” You’re here for the information regarding Ian Roche? I bear in mind currently. Francis 
Cohen’s your papa as well as virtually got poisoned by him, so you should’ve intended 
to retaliate on him. However regrettably, I’m below for the same reason and I came prior 
to you. 



According to the first-come, first-served regulation, let me talk with Symore first. If we 
can’t get to a deal, just then will you have a chance …”. 

” What do you want with Ian Roche? You don’t recognize each other, do you?”. 

Alex had actually been thinking about this concern yet had not figured it out yet. 

Horus looked at him and also claimed, “What do you care? Do not assume you can do 
whatever you want simply due to the fact that Artilleryman … Sir G has your back. 

” You maintain discussing the policies as if rules still stand! First off, you haven’t even 
spoke with Symore and haven’t also met him yet, so why do you get to take 
precedence? 

You and I are both here to see Symore and he hasn’t also stated anything yet, so your 
rules are f * cking ineffective.”. 
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” You … Cohen! Are you trying to f * cking playing around?”. 

Horus was aggravated. 

Simply at this time, Symore, who was putting on an NBA Warriors jacket, came out and 
checked the 2 groups of people at the door with a dismal face. He stated sadly, “What’s 
with all the noise? 

One of Horus’ groupies looked at Symore as well as said, “Insolent! Just how attempt 
you talk to Mr. Thorpe similar to this?”. 

” That the f * ck are you? What godd * mned Thorpe? There’s only Symore here … wait, 
which Mr. Thorpe?”. 

Horus got the discussion with a straight face and said, “I’m Horus Thorpe.”. 

Seymour’s eyes were wide opened and also checked out him incredulously. 

Mr. Thorpe, I’m truly sorry. That’s because I didn’t expect a person at your level to come 
to me in person. 

” Cut the crap! I’m here for Ian Roche’s details.”. 

” Oh, you’re right here for this. Certain, sure … Mr. Thorpe, please been available in and 
also sit down initially.”. 



Symore nodded and waited to take care of Horus. He then looked coldly at Alex as well 
as Big Ken. 

” Are you also below to look for me? If you have something to say, state it rapidly. I’m 
busy!”. 

Alex shrugged his shoulders and also stated, “We’re additionally below for Ian Roche’s 
information.”. 

” Alright after that, you individuals be available in too!”. 

Symore was delighted. He had actually refrained much in the way of offering 
information, however this was the very first time he had ever before come across a 
circumstance where he made two cuts off of one piece of details. 

” Wait a minute!”. 

Symore mored than happy for a few secs prior to Horus took control of and also said in 
a commanding tone, “Symore, what I require is unique info! I’m willing to purchase the 
details at your cost, but you can just sell it to me and not to any person else!”. 

Symore was unwilling, but he could not afford to prompt Horus, so he can just reply, “No 
problem. However … Mr. Thorpe, I’ll have to clarify in advance. 

It’s not that I want to increase the cost. You’re additionally a business owner, so you 
should recognize already. The rate will be higher than typical if you want an exclusive 
buyout …” 

” What? You don’t assume I can afford it?”. 

” No, no … I’m just stating.”. 

Symore waved his hand at Alex and said, “You can go currently.”. 

Alex nonchalantly secured his phone and also said, “Symore, that means you refuse to 
sell us info? I’ll call Sir G and also let him know …”. 

” Sir G? You’re not discussing Devil Lord, are you?”. 

” Yeah, you’ve heard of him?”. 

” More than simply finding out about it. It’s like a thunderclap!”. 

Symore was so bitter that he cursed Ian Roche a thousand times in his heart. 



What was the point of messing with a lot of big shots? Currently he did not know just 
how to handle this situation. 

Symore had first observed the authorities’s bounty on Ian Roche and also it just so 
happened that he knew of his whereabouts. Symore initially assumed of catching him to 
accumulate the bounty, which was something he had actually done in the past. 

Who understood that such a little item of info would certainly bring in both most 
significant street forces in Quill City. 

This cash tree instantly became a hot potato. 

Despite which party he marketed the details to, it would offend the various other, and 
also he might not manage to mess with either! 

Symore considered for a moment as well as thought of a method to reduce his effect in 
this issue. 

” Big bosses, if you 2 can’t share information, among you have to quit. I can not select 
this matter, so you men ought to review it amongst yourselves …”. 

Horus was also defenseless as well as asked, “Symore, just how much is the info if 
you’re offering it exclusively?”. 

” Well … it’s $100,000.”. 

” Alright, I’ll give you $150,000!”. 

Horus did not wait to return the offer. 

“$ 200,000.”. 

Alex additionally delicately offered his price. 

Originally, Alex did not know Horus’ objective in trying to find Ian Roche, but when he 
learned that Horus required special information, he obtained a hint. 

If his hunch was proper, Horus trying to buy this information solely from Symore at a 
high rate was only an act to gag Symore. The only objective was to not let any individual 
locate Ian Roche. 

It was feasible that the individual who got Ian Roche to poisonous substance his dad 
had paid Horus to do this in order to shield him. 

Another opportunity was that Ian Roche was benefiting Horus Thorpe! 



Despite the reason, Alex was established not to let Horus get the special information he 
wanted. 

Like Alex, Horus additionally seemed he was identified to get it and also claimed, “$ 
250,000!”. 

“$ 300,000!”. 

“…”. 

The rate was raised to half a million dollars in secs, reaching ten times the quantity of 
the police bounty! 

Horus can not bring it any type of longer and also took the lead in quiting the bidding. 

” Cohen! When will this even finish? Let’s do it another means, the way we do it on the 
streets. You and I will battle, then the winner obtains unique civil liberties to purchase 
the info!”. 

” 3 versus 2? This does not seem right.”. 

” That asked you to bring such a handful of people?”. 

Then, Large Ken progression and said to Horus, “What Young Master implies is that I 
alone will certainly be enough to manage you 3 little scraps.”. 

” 1 versus 3? Go on and also freak out, you’ll sob later on!”. 

Horus instantly leapt over with his 2 groupies. 

Huge Ken smiled faintly and turned his fist in action to the fight. 

Just like the previous fights, Large Ken was bordered by lots of yet still stayed 
undamaged. 

In less than 2 minutes, Large Ken beat up the groupies until they might not come back 
up and also pinned Horus down on the ground. 

He was resting on Horus’ waistline with one hand on the back of Horus’ neck. He after 
that put the rear of Horus’ head with one hand and asked, “Didn’t you say you wished to 
make me weep?”. 

Horus had actually entirely shed all his respect and was infuriated, however he might 
not fight back, so he really did intended to weep … 
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Symore anticipated that it would certainly be Horus Thorpe who would ultimately take 
out from the competition with his minimal overall stamina. 

He did not expect that Horus, that was a close confidant of a road manager like Chase 
Lucas, would be beat in such a wretched means. 

Bystanders might not birth to view, and also Horus, as the beat event, was beaten to the 
point where he started to question his life. 

Of all, he was compelled by Artilleryman Youthful to slap himself in public and also the 
swelling on his face had actually not entirely gone down. Now, the back of his head 
really felt abuzz as he was beaten by Huge Ken. 

How could they do that? 

Horus desired to weep and also claimed with a crying voice, “Quit! I’ll offer you Ian 
Roche’s details!” 

Put! 

Large Ken slapped Horus on the back of the head once more as well as said, “What are 
you claiming? What do you indicate by giving it to us? I won it with my stamina, fine? 

Horus Thorpe, the rear of your head appears to be puffy as well as now your head looks 
a lot more in proportion front to back … I’m glad I can be helpful, so no requirement to 
thank me!” 

Horus did not make a sound. He awaited Large Ken to stand up before he climbed up 
with problem, not bold to take a look at him. He looked at Alex with a ferocious look first, 
after that at Symore. Still, he did not make a noise, yet shared his ideas with a freezing 
glow, ‘Simply you wait!’ 

Symore was shocked by Horus’ look as well as waved his hands consistently. 

” It’s none of my service …”. 

” Hmph!”. 

Horus groaned and left with two of his groupies while they assisted each other stroll. 

Symore sighed as well as brought Alex and also Big Ken to a little area on the second 
floor of the Entertainment. 

Alex took a seat and also right away raised a question of utmost problem. 

” Symore, are you sure you know where Ian Roche is? 



Symore responded, obtained his phone, as well as clicked on a picture. 

” This man in the image, is it him?”. 

Alex took the phone and took a look at the picture, then nodded and also stated, “Yup 
… that’s him.”. 

” You can see the image information. It was taken yesterday at 5:00 pm.”. 

” Okay, hurry up and also offer me your account information.”. 

Symore repossessed the phone and sighed again. 

” Boss, there’s no thrill to pay the money yet …”. 

” What do you imply? Are you backing out? We’ve been doing all this for nothing?”. 

” Boss, hear me out! I really did not think it would be that large of a bargain. You 
likewise saw the method Horus checked out me when he left recently. 

With his character, he’ll most likely place all his hatred on me. Eventually, he’ll come for 
retribution. You’re not afraid of him, yet I am! With his setting as well as standing, he 
could quickly place me closed for endless time.”. 

” So … in order to calm Horus, you determined not to market me the details?”. 

” That would offend you also as well as the effects would certainly be even worse. This 
is what I think. I’ll give you the information and also I won’t take any type of cash for it. 

When Horus comes to take retribution on me, you’ll have to assist me out and also aid 
me explain to him so that he’ll divert his anger away from me.”. 

” I feel there’s a little loss.”. 

” Wait … boss, you still want me to give you protection money? That’s not extremely 
charitable of you!”. 

” I’m feeling your loss! Here’s the bargain. You provide me the information as well as I’ll 
give you $100,000. I’ll additionally help you out when.”. 

” Huh?”. 

” It’s hard for you to get this details. You can’ve gotten a reward for giving it to the cops. 
It’s cleared up, so offer me your account number immediately.”. 



” Manager, I didn’t expect you to be this sort of individual … not to say anything else, 
you should have to be a huge manager with your character!”. 

Symore provided Alex a thumbs-up, after that provided him his account details. After 
receiving the money, he jotted down Alex’s contact number and continued, “Ian Roche 
remains in No. 86, White Poplar Town, simply 40 km far from Quill City. I’m presuming 
he’s living there permanently.”. 

Huge Ken all of a sudden recognized something and said, “So he’s not in the city. No 
surprise we haven’t discovered him yet. Symore, how did you locate him?”. 

Alex was additionally interested as well as assumed that Symore’s sphere of influence 
was too vast. 

Symore corrected his back as well as said happily, “What you don’t know is that the 
focus of my growth is not in the city, however in the suburban areas and also 
countryside. 

Almost all towns and also communities within 50 kilometers of the surrounding area 
have my individuals. I have actually made a lot of bounty from the authorities by 
counting on my very carefully grown network of individuals …”. 

” So that’s just how it is! Regard!”. 

Big Ken understood Symore, applauded him, as well as instantly rose. 

Alex likewise stood up quickly as well as went to the car. 

The Lamborghini was also eye-catching to drive in the countryside, so Alex did not drive 
his very own car. They got involved in Big Ken’s Lavida and also drove to White Poplar 
Town as quick as they could. 

The reason why Alex was in such a rush was not only his need for vengeance, yet there 
was another more vital factor. 

If Alex’s assumption about Horus Thorpe was proper, after that Horus would have 
undoubtedly notified Ian Roche to alter a place of residence if he fell short to gag 
Symore’s mouth. They would certainly have to take down Ian Roche prior to he left 
White Poplar Town. 

Else, they would certainly be back to square one and would certainly need to begin 
looking for him throughout again. 

Halfway along the roadway, Alex’s phone suddenly rang. 



Seeing that it was Symore calling, Alex promptly selected it up and also claimed, 
“Symore, what’s wrong?”. 

On the various other end of the call, Symore’s tone was very fast as he claimed, 
“Employer, the scenario has changed! Just now, the man I prepared in White Poplar 
Town reported that Ian Roche drove away from the village without any kind of caution. 

” Dam Village? Many thanks.”. 

” You’re welcome. You paid, so I have to give you beneficial info. I can not let you come 
for nothing.”. 

” Great! After that, when your male confirms the info, let me recognize later.”. 

Alex hung up the phone and quickly located the path to Dam Village on the navigation 
system. 

” Bro, we’re not going to White Poplar Town. Ian Roche possibly learnt that his area was 
revealed and also went here rather!”. 

Huge Ken nodded and also said, “Youthful Master, have you taken into consideration 
the possibility that Ian Roche and also Horus Thorpe are on the very same side?”. 

Alex shrugged his shoulders and claimed, “It appears to be like that. Although Symore 
does not have courage, he’s fairly smart as well as has morals. 

” Sir G’s analysis of him resembles what you simply stated.”. 

” Well, on the whole, Symore’s an excellent companion.”. 

Alex’s viewpoint of Symore was quite high. 

Symore additionally had a great impression of Alex and also had even place his regard 
for him into method. When his bros sent news that Ian Roche had indeed relocated to 
Dam Village, he instantly shared it with Alex free of cost. 

Right now, Large Ken had already driven the auto to the entry of Dam Town. 

After entering the village, Alex was on high sharp as he took a look around. As quickly 
as the auto turned an edge, he saw a van parked in front of a small yard 30 m away 
with the door open and the exhaust pipe was still smoking. He swiftly advised Big Ken. 

” Bro, drive gradually! Symore claimed that Ian Roche had actually simply gotten in the 
village a few mins ago and was driving a grey and also white van. It should be that!”. 

Big Ken was also on the lookout and also stated, “Look … someone’s appearing!”. 



” That’s him!”. 

Alex immediately identified that the person who was moving points from the car right 
into the yard was Ian Roche. 

Ian’s look swept over the Lavida and also instantly, his eyes sank. He stared at the cars 
and truck again and also vaguely acknowledged Alex, that was sitting in the guest seat. 

He stressed and attempted to drive away, yet the Lavida had currently hurried over. He 
did not have time to drive, so he dashed into the street beside him. 

” Stop! Do not run!”. 

Alex swiftly left the auto and also rushed into a slim street where the car might not go. 

Big Ken went to the entryway of the alley and took a look around, after that promptly 
went to the opposite, ready to outflank him. 

Alex’s physical conditioning was better than the ordinary individual, so he was able to 
catch up with Ian Roche in an issue of minutes. He shouted, “You can not flee! If you 
maintain running, you’ll simply tire yourself out!”. 

” That states I can’t get away?”. 

Ian Roche was actually tired and also was panting. He suddenly quit, reversed 
increasingly, obtained a weapon from his waistline, and targeted at Alex’s head … 
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Alex Cohen ran as well fast, so when he stopped after stopping, his head was less than 
30 cm far from the muzzle of the gun, practically one step away to touch it. 

He did not expect that Ian Roche would have a weapon as well as the modification was 
as well abrupt that he was shocked and sidetracked for a moment. 

” Gulp …”. 

Alex could not assist but gulp down a mouthful of saliva to dampen his completely dry 
throat. After he came back to his senses, he feigned calmness and said, “Ian Roche, 
you’ve obtained some nerve! 

Alex Cohen, really did not you desire to f * cking catch me? If you have the guts to do it, 
I ‘d such as to see if your hands are much faster or if the bullet’s faster!”. 

” If you dare, put the assassinate and also allow’s battle. If you win, I guarantee to let 
you go!”. 



Advertisement 

Do you believe I’m foolish to fight with you alone? Alex Cohen, I’m cautioning you! If you 
don’t desire to obtain fired, simply stand the f * ck still! 

Ian believed that he had actually bluffed Alex and taken control of the situation. As he 
said this, he gradually pulled back in reverse. 

Alex shook his head and also said, “Ian Roche, quit running! I currently informed you 
that you can not escape, so you actually can’t … If you don’t think me, look back. 
There’s someone behind you.”. 

” A person my * ss! You’re attempting one more among your techniques given that the 
previous one didn’t work, right?”. 
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” No, there truly is a man behind you. His name is Big Ken.”. 

” Hiss …”. 

Ian Roche instantly remembered that Alex was being in the traveler seat of the Lavida, 
and also the vehicle driver had not shown up yet. 

Just as he was about to turn back to take a look, a big hand unexpectedly reached out 
from behind … 

Big Ken got hold of Ian’s right wrist which was holding the weapon, kept the muzzle 
down, and kneed his back, compeling him to stoop down. Big Ken then pushed Ian to 
the ground to take the gun away. The entire action was so smooth that it was as if it had 
been rehearsed beforehand. 

If this were a motion picture, it would certainly have been an excellent shot. 

Alex was alleviated to see that the gun was taken by Big Ken. 

Currently, Alex looked loosened up externally, however he was in fact so upset that his 
hands as well as back were sweating a lot. 

For regular people, it was difficult not to panic when their life was intimidated by an 
adversary aiming a weapon at their head. 
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Particularly recently, as Ian Roche’s hand that was holding the gun was shaking due to 
the sense of guilt or tiredness, so there was a threat that the weapon would go off … 



” Phew …”. 

Alex breathed a sigh of alleviation, walked up to Ian Roche, and also struck back by 
slapping his face. He said madly, “Weren’t you f * cking cheeky just currently? Allow me 
see exactly how much you can run!”. 

Ian squeezed his teeth in anger, but he was limited and also had no strength left, so he 
did not dare to make an audio. 

Alex shouted a few words to vent his anger, stood up, after that claimed to Big Ken, 
“Allow’s locate a location to look after this.”. 

” Alright!”. 

Large Ken brought Ian Roche to the car, found a rope, tied his hands and feet, as well 
as tossed him right into the trunk of the cars and truck. 

Later, Huge Ken drove the automobile right into a deserted wilderness, stopped the car, 
as well as brought Ian Roche to the grassy hillside by the side of the road. 

Alex stood concerning 2 m far from Ian, justified his thoughts, as well as asked, “You as 
well as I are already familiarized, so let’s reduce to the chase. 

I’ll ask you a couple of inquiries and as long as you answer truthfully, you’ll be saved 
some pain. The first inquiry, why did you toxin my papa?”. 

Ian Roche laid on the ground as well as looked to consider Alex. He stammered, “I. I 
have a history with you and also you understand it. Because of you and your dad, I 
shed the stable task that I got with excellent effort, so I infected your papa for 
vengeance!”. 

” It appears like you’re not being truthful!”. 

After Alex ended up speaking, he winked at Big Ken. 

Huge Ken instantly squatted down, clasped Ian’s right wrist with his left hand, got hold 
of one of Ian’s fingers with his right-hand man, as well as claimed coldly, “You still have 
10 secs to think. 

If you don’t address truthfully, your index finger will be adhered to the rear of your 
hand.”. 

” What are you doing?”. 

Ian stressed as well as dealt with all his might, however he might not escape. 



10 secs passed swiftly as well as Large Ken damaged Ian’s index finger with no doubt. 

” Ah …” 
. 
Ian blurted a tragic scream but it was shed in the limitless wilderness. 

It was a place where nobody would certainly be able to hear one’s screams. 

Large Ken got the center finger of Ian’s right-hand man once more and also stated 
slowly, “There’s no hurry, you can consider it slowly. 

You still have 9 fingers, which implies you have 9 even more chances. After that, it will 
not simply be your fingers that’ll be damaged …”. 

” Quit! Quit … I’ll tell you!”. 

Ian remained in agonizing pain and beads of sweat were already showing up on his 
temple. 

Although the finger was not a vital organ as well as was just a little part of the body, the 
pain of a busted finger goes straight to the heart and also right into the midsts of the 
heart. It was something not everybody could birth. 

When Huge Ken release Ian’s hand, Ian’s tensed heart really felt a lot more at ease. He 
breathed out a few deep breaths, gritted his teeth to subdue the discomfort, as well as 
continued, “It was my boss who asked me to poison your father.”. 

Alex promptly followed up with, “Who’s your manager?”. 

” Isaac Litt! After I left the Trinity Health center, I was presented to Isaac Litt, that 
opened up a laboratory in the western suburban areas focusing on the study of 
numerous drugs. I saw that the wage was rather great and also the specialized was 
appropriate, so I joined his lab. 

Later on, he learned of my problems with you. He after that provided me with the toxin 
and asked me to poisonous substance your daddy, promising to give me half a million 
after the work was done.”. 

” A laboratory for researching drugs? Exactly how does he make money?”. 

” Isaac does not research study conventional drugs that can be acquired on the 
marketplace, but all type of regulated drugs, including the kind of poison that he gave 
me. 

Regarding I understand, he has secret negotiations with many nightclubs as well as 
criminals and also generated income by offering regulated medicines, gaining fairly a 



whole lot from it. I listened to that he has hundreds of numerous bucks in assets, high-
end cars and trucks, and mansions.”. 

” He’s fairly capable, and more importantly, he’s rather ballsy!”. 

Alex can presume what kind of medicines Isaac Litt was marketing. Maybe the little blue 
tablet that Cynthia provided to Isla prior to was developed by Isaac! 

If a person like Isaac were to be detained, his criminal activity would certainly be much 
greater than Ian Roche’s. He would at the very least get a life jail time and also perhaps 
even the death sentence. 

Alex had actually lastly located the culprit, but his uncertainties expanded also greater. 

” My dad and also I don’t recognize Isaac Litt in any way, so why would he intend to 
damage my daddy?”. 

Ian Roche shook his head and also stated, “I do not know. I asked him at the time, 
however he really did not claim anything. 

” Who are individuals who deal with him or are close to him?”. 

” I do not know about that either. The lab is very stringent and also Isaac seldom turns 
up, so I understand very little concerning him.”. 

” Do you recognize Horus Thorpe?”. 

” Horus Thorpe? No clue.”. 

” After that exactly how did you obtain the details that your area was revealed?”. 

” Isaac told me. He informed me to hurry and relocate to another location.”. 

Big Ken heard this, obtained Ian’s phone, and also looked through the get in touch with 
list. He located no abnormality, so he conserved Isaac Litt’s number on his very own 
phone. 

Alex still had a lot of unanswered inquiries, however Ian, who was simply a tiny pawn 
and also did not know much, was undoubtedly utilized by Isaac to do his misdeeds. 

There was nothing entrusted to ask, so it was time to end it. 

Huge Ken understood Alex’s eye signal, obtained a grey tablet, as well as forced Ian to 
ingest it. 

Ever since, there was an additional fool in this world … 



On his back to the city, they went over the issue and decided to allow Big Ken 
investigate Isaac Litt in secret. 

After getting some understanding of Isaac, then he would certainly make his following 
relocation. 

As he was speaking, Seeker Yates called. 

” Young Master, the countermeasures you thought of earlier have actually paid off. Sir G 
eased the worries of many investors and I have actually successfully obtained some 
shares, which is more than enough to complete the job. 

Hmm … when do you assume it ‘d be appropriate to move the shares to your name?”. 

” Tomorrow!”. 

Alex considered it and said, “I will officially take control of Gold Rock tomorrow!”. 
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“Okay, Young Master, after that I’ll begin making prep work.” 

Hunter Yates got the order, and as the regulating investor, he right away produced a 
notice in the shareholder exchange group of Gold Stone. 

” An investor conference will certainly be held tomorrow at 2:00 pm.” 

Typically, for even a last-minute investor conference, a formal notice should be offered 
to shareholders a minimum of 20 days in advance. 

Lately, however, Gold Stone had been with a great deal and investors were anxious 
over the survival of the firm, so no one appreciated the normal process. 

As long as the firm was maintained, in addition to an emergency shareholder 
conference, they were also going to stay in the conference room all day. 

Advertisement 

Alex Cohen returned to the city and also took Hunter Yates with him to seek 
Artilleryman Youthful to ensure that they could meet to prepare for tomorrow. 

After they ended up speaking about organization, Alex asked a laid-back concern prior 
to he left. 
” Sir G, do you recognize Isaac Litt?” 

” I was going to ask the same thing!” 



Huge Ken also nodded his head as well as checked out Gunner. 
” Sir G, you have a large network, so you should know Isaac Litt, right?” 

Advertisement 

Gunner drank his head as well as stated, “I know of such a person, but I have actually 
never ever met him and also I’ve never handled him. I listened to that he opened a 
pharmaceutical factory, however the manufacturing facility is just a front. 

The laboratory that opts for the factory is the emphasis. At first, he wanted to talk to me 
regarding collaboration, however I didn’t want to fulfill him at all. It seems that he made 
a secret offer with Chase Lucas …”. 

Alex was interested and also asked, “Chase Lucas?! He’s associated with all this?”. 

” Only by functioning with clubs can the things that Isaac Litt researches and also 
produces be marketed, so it’s typical to function in tandem with Chase Lucas. All this is 
simply my supposition. 

” Sir G, if I wish to investigate Isaac Litt, where would certainly be the best place to 
start?”. 

Artilleryman brushed his chin in idea as well as claimed, “Really did not Large Ken ask 
me about Symore earlier? 

Isaac Litt’s pharmaceutical manufacturing facility as well as lab, as well as his major 
area of task, are likewise in the suburbs.”. 

” I see.”. 

Alex responded his head. 

Advertisement 

Huge Ken also understood as well as stated, “After that I’ll speak to Symore tomorrow 
…”. 

At 7:00 pm, Alex went back to Isla’s house. 

After running about the majority of the day, he was perspiring as well as prepared to 
take a good bath. 

When Isla came back from burning the midnight oil, she saw that Alex had already put 
on his bathrobe and asked curiously, “Why did you return so very early today? 

You really did not remain with your little girlfriend tonight?”. 



Alex was stunned and also asked, “What sweetheart?”. 

” No? The other day or the day previously, I saw a girl snuggled in your arms when I 
was going by the suite’s neighborhood.”. 

Oh … you’re talking concerning Jane Simpson? She’s an accountant that simply joined 
my firm. Simply like you, she likewise used me as a guard. 

” Oh.”. 

When Isla heard this, she was tranquil externally, but her heart was in turmoil. Not just 
did she confirm the uncertainty that Alex and also Jane were acting, but she also 
learned that Alex had the concept of making it genuine with her. 

She was so fired up that she almost said the words, “Let’s do it for real after that.”. 

Alex did not observe anything unusual regarding Isla. He sat down on the sofa and 
poured 2 mugs of water. 

He pushed one to Isla and also casually asked, “Why are you back so late? Did you 
work overtime again?”. 

Isla discharged a sigh, threw her bag sideways, as well as plopped down on the sofa. 

” Lately, the firm’s been in a mess and the monitoring’s been too busy to handle it. 
When I was nearly to get off job today, the major shareholder instantly called and also 
informed me that the investor conference would certainly be held tomorrow. 

It’s easy for him due to the fact that he simply needed to say a couple of words, yet it 
made us so tired. We needed to prepare the conference room, make some routine 
modifications and also preparation, and prepare the propositions urgently!”. 

” Ahem … yeah, I understand. By the way, what’s the expectation on the major 
shareholder within the company now?”. 

” Not optimistic. That person, Hunter Yates, I don’t understand where he came from. He 
suddenly appeared out of nowhere and he’s so young, so no person assumed he could 
lead the firm back to the top. 

Since his employer has actually actioned in, it’s even worse. Gunner Youthful is just a 
road thug, what does he learn about service? By the way … Alex, speaking of which, 
you could have to do me a favor.”. 

Alex was being sorry for stating this mouthful of a topic and awkwardly scraped his head 
when he responded to, “What is it?”. 



Isla contemplated for a moment and also stated seriously, “From the minute Seeker 
Yates appeared, I wondered about the reason that he got our business’s shares and 
also purposely asked several shareholders who had actually moved their shares to find 
out more about it. 

I heard a report claiming that Hunter’s boss might have … fallen for me. If required, I 
may have to deal with him by revealing him our marriage certificate, so I might require 
your assistance after that.”. 

” Isla, you’re thinking excessive. I listened to that Gunner Young’s additionally collecting 
shares for another person.”. 

” Really? An individual of his standing would still want to work for somebody else?”. 

” Every little thing is feasible. If you’re still fretted, I’ll involve your office tomorrow 
afternoon to keep watch?”. 

” Yes!”. 

Isla excitedly concurred … 

The following day at 1:50 pm, Alex drove to Gold Rock. When he went upstairs and also 
left the elevator, he saw a lot of individuals standing outside, including Victor Sullivan 
and also Xena Sanders. 

As soon as Xena Sanders saw Alex, her face dimmed. She called him apart as well as 
asked straight, “What are you doing right here?”. 

Alex shrugged his shoulders and also said, “Lala invited me here. Why?”. 

” You 2 can discuss your private matters after job. The meeting’s ready to start, so you 
need to leave.”. 

” What happens if I do not go?”. 

” Are you trying to be a rascal? Do you believe I’ll call protection to kick you out?”. 

Xena was figured out to eliminate Alex because she did not want him to destroy her 
strategies. 

She was standing guard at the lift with a group of investors in order to invite Seeker 
Yates and Artilleryman Youthful. 

Gunner would certainly quickly come to be the company’s largest shareholder as well 
as the company’s survival would certainly rely on whether he wanted to continue to pay 
to maintain the company running. 



That day was also Gunner’s initial browse through to the workplace, so he has to be 
well obtained. 

The other thing was that she additionally knew Artilleryman Young took control of the 
shares of the business since he wanted Isla. If Artilleryman recognized that Isla was 
married, the consequences would certainly be extremely significant. 

Even if Isla’s marital relationship to Alex was a sham, at this time, she might not leave 
any kind of space for mistake. 

Hence, she must eliminate Isla’s fake spouse, Alex Cohen. 

As they were speaking, the elevator door opened up again. Gunner Youthful went out, 
accompanied by Hunter Yates and also his bodyguards. 

Victor Sullivan rapidly ran over and pulled Xena’s sleeve. 

Xena did not know that in charge who she had actually been waiting for a long time had 
actually arrived. 

She disregarded Victor’s hand and did not offer him an opportunity to open his mouth 
prior to she looked madly at Alex as well as said, “Are you leaving or otherwise?”. 

” He can not leave!”. 

Artilleryman Youthful happily took over the conversation. 
” If he leaves, the investor meeting will not be held today.”. 

When Xena reversed and also saw Gunner, she right away put on a smile and also 
said, “Mr. Youthful, you’re here! Welcome!”. 

” Mm.”. 

Artilleryman simply casually eyed Xena, after that considered Alex and stated, “It’s 
nearly time. Let’s go straight to the boardroom.”. 

Alex nodded and also got in the meeting room with Gunner, who sat down on the sofa 
against the wall surface. 

Xena promptly ran over to Artilleryman and also said with a smile, “Mr. Young, you’re 
the celebrity these days’s conference, how can you remain on the sidelines? You need 
to be seated on the throne.”. 

Gunner was puzzled and also said, “I’m not the main character …”. 

” Just how could it not be you? Mr. Young, you do not need to be modest.”. 



Xena, without a word, ushered Gunner to take a seat at the table, then ran back and 
also murmured to Alex with a stern face, “I’m alerting you. 

For Mr. Youthful, you can remain and also listen, but you ‘d better maintain your mouth 
shut. In my workplace, you much better act on your own!”. 

Alex smiled as well as did not state anything. 

At 2:03 pm, everybody had arrived. 

Isla, who was the host of the conference, was a little nervous to see Gunner Youthful as 
well as just let out a sigh of alleviation after she confirmed that Alex was additionally 
existing. 

She cleared her throat and announced that the meeting had actually officially started. 
This suggested that the moment that would completely turn around Alex and the 
Sullivan family members’s condition lastly arrived … 
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Alex Cohen could not assist but really feel a little nervous, yet even more excited. 

After investing nearly $200 million, it was finally time to kick back and watch the 
program. 

Isla took a look around the table, cleared her throat, and also continued, “The factor and 
also purpose of this conference are written in the movement sent out to you the other 
day, so I won’t duplicate it below. 

Let’s go straight to the initial product, share transfer. Mr. Yates, whenever you’re ready, 
do not hesitate to start …”. 

Hunter Yates stood, smiled, and responded to the audience. He after that secured a 
stack of records and also laid them on the table as he said loudly, “Thanks to the trust of 
several former investors of the business, in behalf of my manager, I have spent a total 
amount of $182 million to obtain 62% of the firm’s shares. Currently, I am officially 
moving these shares to my employer …”. 

” Great!”. 
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Xena did not wait on Hunter to finish his speech and excitedly led the applause. 

” Welcome! Welcome!”. 



Victor Sullivan was not in high spirits. Like Isla, he did not believe that Gunner Young 
and also Seeker Yates might alter the firm’s destiny, however he likewise recognized 
that the issue was a foregone conclusion as well as could only approve it. 

He had actually been an employer for several years, so he might quickly state these 
inviting words. 
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” On behalf of the board of directors and the whole personnel, I would like to invite Mr. 
Youthful to our company. I believe that under Mr. Young’s smart …”. 

” Wait!”. 

Artilleryman Youthful increased his hand to interrupt Victor Sullivan as well as said 
slowly, “Seeker Yates isn’t transferring the shares to me.”. 

Xena was dumbfounded and also claimed, “Mr. Youthful, isn’t Mr. Yates helping you?”. 

Even if Hunter transfers the shares to me, I would certainly have to transfer the shares 
to my manager later on, so it’s also much problem. I’ll simply ask Hunter to move the 
shares to my boss in one action. 

” Did you likewise collect shares for another person? That? Mr. Young, that exactly is 
your boss?”. 

Xena was so distressed that she stood. 

Isla might not assist but think about what Alex had actually said last night, that Gunner 
Young was purchasing shares for someone else. 

She subconsciously evaluated as well as saw Alex sitting by the wall maintaining a faint 
smile, as well as all of a sudden had a bold guess. Her heart trembled. 
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Gunner did not let them wait for long before he increased his hand to point at Alex and 
said, “My manager is him!”. 

” What?”. 

Xena looked in the instructions Artilleryman was aiming and also saw Alex. She might 
not believe her ears as well as eyes. She plopped down and also was so stunned that 
she could not say a word. 

The others present were all scared. 



This included Isla, that felt her throat congested after the suspicions that had just 
appeared in her mind were verified. 

Gunner stood up and walked over to Alex, after that smiled and also stated, “Employer, 
you’re the star of today’s conference. Exactly how can you rest on the sidelines and 
also pay attention to this? 

You ought to most likely to the main seat and take a seat … swiftly, this side, please. I 
have actually heated up the chair for you as well as even opened up the scene for you. 
All you need to do is sign …”. 

” Thanks, Sir G!”. 

Alex responded his head, gradually stood up, and also walked to the side of the table 
under everybody’s watchful look. 

Seeker immediately held the chair and also awaited Alex to take his seat. He then 
pressed his signed share transfer agreement before Alex as well as presented a gold 
ink pen to him with both hands. He directed at the dotted line and politely claimed to 
Alex, “Sir, please indication below.”. 

Alex signed his name smoothly and delicately fiddled with the ink pen. He smiled at the 
crowd as well as stated steadly, “From your bleak faces, it appears that you’re not 
extremely pleased … I much like to see this face of your own when you can’t stand me 
yet you can not do anything regarding it.”. 

The investors were without a doubt unhappy. 

Originally, they all assumed that it was Artilleryman Youthful that had actually become 
the majority investor of the business. Although he was not an orthodox business owner, 
he had a vast network of individuals. 

A firm like Gold Stone count on organization for its survival, so as long as he had 
adequate contacts, they did not need to fret about drawing in business. They unwillingly 
accepted him. 

That would certainly have believed that all those shares would be taken over by Alex 
Cohen rather! 

From their point of view, it was impossible for Alex Cohen, a boy that had just finished 
from university and had no company experience, to come to be the hero of the 
business. 

Even if he had some money in his hands, he still would not have the ability to endure 
the operational expenses of the company. One way or another, the firm would go 
bankrupt. 



Nonetheless, as Alex pointed out, they could not stand him but might refrain from doing 
anything regarding it anyhow. 

Xena was the only exemption at the scene. She pertained to her senses, looked at Alex 
madly, and stated, “Where did you obtain the cash for the shares? 

Alex Cohen, let me tell you. Our business is a proper organization. Do not also think of 
using this cash that’s unaccounted for to damage our business! Unless you can reveal 
me a correct resource of funds, I do not concur for you to take over our business’s 
shares.”. 

Alex drank his head and stated, “Go on and also check out. If you can confirm that my 
money’s not from a genuine source, just call the police and detain me. Now, allow’s talk 
about your problem first. You maintain stating ‘our’ business, so may I ask the amount 
of shares do you hold in the company? 

How much of the firm’s organization did you protect? How much have you contributed to 
the company’s growth to the dimension it is today?”. 

” I. I’m the Vice President of the company!”. 

” From this minute on, you’re not.”. 

” What? You … you’re going to fire me? Who provided you the authority?”. 

” To be clear, I’m the bulk shareholder of the business, so I can also remove the Head 
of state, let alone a Vice Head of state. You may leave currently. 

This is an interior meeting, so unapproved people are not permitted. If you don’t leave, I 
deserve to prosecute you for allegedly stealing our company’s trade secrets!”. 

Xena shivered with temper that she practically can not stall as well as swiftly placed her 
hands on the table to steady herself. 

Alex, on the other hand, ultimately did what he had long wished to do, so he really felt 
extremely happy that he got on blissfulness. 

He saw Xena’s defeated look and lastly retaliated himself for that embarrassing 
experience of weding right into the Sullivan family members. 

He finally got back his self-respect as well as respect. After that, he no more needed to 
watch out for Xena Sanders or Victor Sullivan’s mood and might ultimately stand 
upright! 

The meeting room was silent and also the shareholders were looking at each other, 
dewy-eyed. 



Suddenly, somebody took the lead and spoke up. 

” Alex, I have actually lost self-confidence in the business as well as I do not have any 
kind of hope for you, so there’s absolutely nothing left to state. I want to divest!”. 

” I want divestment too! With your big-headed and also proud appearance, you do not 
appear like somebody that can take care of wonderful points!”. 

” Precisely! Just have a look in the mirror, you’re not also completely expanded, yet you 
still wish to be in charge? Alex, if you do not transfer your shares to someone who can 
conserve the business, we’ll unload jointly!”. 

The shareholders had actually reached an arrangement that Alex should be forced to 
move his shares and also they need to not allow the company come under his hands. 

Nonetheless, Alex was unfazed and also remained calm. 

” Do you assume that if you withdraw your investment, the business won’t make it 
through? The hundred over million I spent will all go to waste?”. 

” If not? Alex, even if you stoop down and ask us, it will not work!”. 

If you can’t stand me, I can’t stand you either. I’ll take all of your shares!”. 

Alex’s mood increased as he took out a stack of checks and slapped them on the table. 

The shareholders were stupefied. They did not expect that their cumulative protest had 
actually stopped working to scare Alex. 

The round-faced investor that led the protest just now was really unsure and also stated 
with a glare, “Alex, even if we leave out President Sullivan, the shares held by the other 
investors amount to 50 to 60 million. Are you sure you can still obtain that much cash? 
Are you attempting to offer us a blank check?”. 

Alex trembled his head and claimed, “You know, it’s truly ridiculous that you assume 
you’re so self-righteous. I’ll inform you what, while we authorize the share transfer 
contract, we can sign another task. 

” Mark your words!”. 

The shareholders were afraid that Alex would stab in the back his word, so they quickly 
prepared the contract. After Alex signed the task, they likewise clambered to be the first 
to authorize the share transfer contract. 

Alex took all the share transfer agreements over, inspected them consequently, and 
also confirmed that they were done in order. 



He then said to the round-faced investor, “Go locate a credit card device that can 
examine the card balance and also I will certainly reveal you the equilibrium in my card. 
Then, you’ll recognize whether the checks I compose can be moneyed in or otherwise 
…”. 
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The round-faced investor had currently done away with Alex Cohen’s signed task and 
also was not terrified of his techniques. He additionally ignored the small detail of being 
purchased by Alex as well as went to get a bank card device voluntarily. He arrogantly 
claimed, “I want to see just how you end up!” 

Alex echoed, “The means I end this show will not be what you desire to see.” 

” Cut the crap as well as rush with your charge card!” 

” After that you’ll need to enjoy very carefully!” 

Alex swiped his card, keyed in his pin, as well as complied with the triggers. His card 
balance then appeared on the display. 

The round-faced shareholder leaned in curiously for a few seconds and also all of a 
sudden giggled. 
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” Is this more than 30 million or greater than 3 million? Alex, I have actually just made it 
very clear that the shares in the hands of our shareholders add up to 50 to 60 million. 
Your balance is way off from this!” 

Alex trembled at his words and also said, “You’re not such as the Vice … the previous 
Vice President Sanders, whose mathematics was shown by a P.E. teacher, are you? I 
have actually currently advised you to look meticulously simply currently. 

Xena Sanders, who was still at the scene, was ridiculed and also looked bastardized. 

The round-faced shareholder was additionally stunned and also claimed, “What do you 
indicate?” 
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Another shareholder, who had actually crowded in front of the round-faced investor, had 
actually already spotted it and was surprised. He stated with a red face, “That’s not over 
3 million, neither is it over 30 million, but over 300 million. 

” What? 3 … more than $300 million?” 



The round-faced shareholder could not even talk coherently and also his eyes were 
filled with worry. 

That was. He was genuinely terrified. 

$ 300 million. In the whole Quill City, there were not many big shots with that much 
money! 

The funny point was that “inadequate people” like them simply tried to intimidate Alex 
Cohen, a multimillionaire, with their 10s of millions of dollars in properties, which was 
tantamount to f * cking making a fool of themselves. 

It was much like a goon holding a block to provoke a SWAT policeman holding an 
attack rifle – a typical death wish. 

Not simply 1 or 2 shareholders were as scared as the round-faced shareholder. 

Except for Alex, Seeker Yates, and Gunner Youthful, everyone else was shocked. 
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It was not that the people existing had actually never seen cash before, yet it was as 
well exaggerated. For the majority of ordinary people, if they conserved $100,000 a 
year, it would certainly take 3,140 years. That indicated continuous initiatives of nearly 
80 generations to conserve the amount of cash in Alex’s card. 

This was the idea of $314 million. 

While the investors were astonished, they additionally together thought of a really 
reasonable concern. Alex was so abundant that a little drizzle of his cash can aid the 
business survive this hard time and probably even restore the firm. 

If they put aside Gold Rock and adhered to a rich man like Alex, even if they were 
unpleasant, just how bad could it be? 

They had actually lost the chance to function with Alex as well as needs to discover a 
way to fix it. 

The round-faced investor hesitated for a moment and claimed, “Mr. Cohen … I have 
actually just considered it as well as the business in fact has hope. 

I have actually invested in the firm for many years and I have actually obtained attached 
to it. Can you return the share transfer contract that I’ve just signed? I won’t move any 
longer.” 

” Feeling attached to the firm now? That’s a pity since it’s unrequited.” 



Alex smirked, duplicated the arrangement, signed it, as well as authorized the checks 
according to the amount specified on the arrangement readily. He after that tossed the 
contract as well as the check in front of the round-faced investor. 

” Alright, take your money and leave right here quickly. From now on, the business has 
nothing to do with you people any longer.” 

” Mr. Cohen, isn’t there any area for conversation?” 

” Allow’s put it this way. Even if you kneel as well as plead me, it won’t function.” 

” Mr. Cohen, please …”. 

” Venture out!”. 

The round-faced investor shut his mouth, discharge a lengthy sigh, and counted on 
leave. 

The remainder of the shareholders complied with in quick succession. 

In the blink of an eye, the conference room was quiet. 

The three participants of Isla’s family had odd as well as difficult expressions. All of 
them had a great deal of points they wanted to claim to Alex, yet they did not know how 
to say them. 

Alex did not give them an opportunity to open their mouths as well as just rose. 

We’ll speak regarding exactly how to save the firm following time. Let’s go, I’ll treat you 
to a good dish! 

Gunner smiled cheerfully and also claimed, “You’re welcome. The other day, Jax 
informed me that a brand-new fish and shellfish restaurant simply opened up on 
Greenpeake Road and the food is extremely genuine. 

Alex left Gold Rock with Artilleryman Youthful and Hunter Yates, laughing as well as 
talking. 

The three participants of the Sullivan family continued to be in the meeting room for a 
long time without talking, yet each of them secretly decided … 

On the other hand, Alex and also Hunter adhered to Artilleryman to Greenpeake Road. 
Alex had actually likewise intentionally welcomed Huge Ken over as well. 

As quickly as they got in the store, a familiar voice appeared, “Mr. Cohen? What an 
unusual client!”. 



Alex transformed his head and also saw that Jordan Finn Ryker was strolling promptly 
in the direction of him. He was stunned and stated, “So it’s Young Master Finn! What, is 
this dining establishment additionally possessed by your family?”. 

” Yes, it’s just been open for a few days …”. 

Jordan did not greet various other guests anymore and also directly prepared a private 
space for Alex’s team. He took a seat with them and strangely enough asked, “Mr. 
Cohen, you have not supported my family’s company for a long period of time! Have 
you been hectic functioning?”. 

” Type of. By the way, Young Master Finn, I have actually just taken over an advertising 
agency that has a vast array of company, so please support us a long time.”. 

” Oh? Which business?”. 

” Gold Rock.”. 

Jordan instantly widened his eyes and also stated, “Mr. Cohen, you’re absolutely not a 
normal person. I understand about the company as well as even had a little 
collaboration with them in the past. In the future, if our firm has any type of service that 
Gold Rock can do, we assure not to look for another business!”. 

” Then I’ll thank you beforehand. Thanks very much …”. 

Alex and also Jordan developed a purpose to coordinate so “rashly”. 

Artilleryman was surprised beside the table. He never pictured that Alex was simply 
having an informal meal yet someone would take the campaign to give business to him. 

Everyone stated that cash was difficult to make, however how come it was so very easy 
for Alex? 

Gunner understood that Alex can enjoy several benefits because of his unique status, 
yet he never anticipated it to be that special. It was virtually as well good to be real! 

For Alex, he was not pleased with the intent to work together with Jordan. If he took 
care of to take all the relevant services of these three firms, it would be enough for Gold 
Stone to make a significant profit … 

After the meal, Alex intended to invite everyone welcome Gunner’s Galaxy 
Entertainment to let loose, but the others were not in the mood. 

Big Ken followed Alex to the cars and truck as well as reported. 



” Young Master, I met with Symore today. Originally, he did not want to prompt 
individuals like Isaac Litt, yet when he listened to that it was a task you gave me, he 
made an exception just for you and concurred without much factor to consider. He 
totally appreciates you and said he would do his finest to aid us with the examination.”. 

Alex responded as well as said, “Brother, I’ll leave you to be completely in fee of this 
issue. If you require funding, reimbursement or anything else, just let me know. 

” Okay, Young Master. This is why Symore’s ready to make an exemption for you …”. 

Alex drove back after talking with Big Ken. 

Isla had currently returned and was waiting for Alex in the living room, desiring to state a 
whole lot of things. Prior to she can claim anything, there was a knock on the door. 

Xena poked her head in and also saw that Alex was resting on the sofa. She did not 
even change into house sandals and rapidly ran over to sit opposite Alex. She eagerly 
secured a record from her bag as well as claimed, “Alex, this … this is the contract you 
signed with Lala prior to …”. 
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Alex Cohen claimed with an empty face, “Although I can quickly take out the $50 million, 
I won’t give a dime of the money I shouldn’t. 

So, if you have actually concerned ask me for the money, you can leave. Once again, if 
you’re not encouraged, just sue me. As long as the court is willing to accept it, I promise 
to be promptly and obey the verdict.” 

Isla likewise ran over quickly as well as claimed agitatedly, “Mother, are you done right 
here? Do you still assume that cash’s one of the most important thing? Do not you 
understand what you’ve done to our family members? Do I need to disclaim you to 
make you satisfied?” 

Xena trembled her head, increased her hand, and tore the contract right into pieces. 

Alex as well as Isla looked at each other, both looking puzzled. 

‘ Did Xena Sanders lastly come to her senses?’ 
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Victor Sullivan likewise really felt fairly stunned as well as asked, “What are you …”. 



Xena tossed the notepads into the trash bin, looked back and forth between Alex as 
well as Isla, and also stated in a rare calm voice, “The marital relationship arrangement 
between you 2 is formally over. 

The problems you two had with me due to the phony marital relationship are likewise 
resolved and also I won’t discuss this issue ever before once again.”. 

Alex did not expect Xena to state such a thing as well as asked oddly, “Then what?”. 
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” I believe you two are fairly suitable, so you can try dating. In the words of you young 
people, simply go with the circulation and also perhaps something great will happen. 

Xena’s mathematics was not good, so she utilized the calculator on her phone to 
compute. In the mid-day when Alex revealed his card balance in the conference room, 
314 million, plus the 186 million spent on the acquisition of shares, that was exactly 500 
million. 

Without taking into consideration Alex’s company, Hudson Designs, deluxe 
automobiles, as well as suites, Alex was already a multimillionaire with a $500 million 
fortune. 

With the opportunity of Jared Xavier and also Isla getting together being definitely near 
zero, Alex was a great choice. 

An additional point was that Gold Stone now belonged to Alex. If they took care of to 
convince Alex, then the company that Victor Sullivan had functioned so difficult to build 
up would certainly still be possessed by their household. 

Alex Cohen was no more the like in the past, however Xena Sanders was still the same 
old person. 

She destroyed the arrangement that had the charge she would never get, not since she 
had actually woken up to the fact, however to be in Alex’s support … 

Initially, Alex did have some affection for Isla, but Xena’s efficiency triggered his 
rebellious nature and he suddenly felt a bit disgusted. Individuals who were hostile to 
every other normally had this kind of mentality, ‘I will not follow your desires and also I’ll 
deliberately do what you don’t want me to!’. 

Alex claimed candidly, “Are you encouraging me, whom you really did not also like 
previously, to seek Isla? Did you instantly feel that I deserve your little girl after seeing 
my economic stamina? Mean if I actually do fall in love with Isla, will you endanger to 
remarry her once again if you fulfill one more target with more cash than me?”. 
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Xena flushed and also refuted, “Am I that type of person?”. 

” Yes!”. 

” You … you all have the incorrect idea about me! What kind of mom does not want her 
child to discover a good family?”. 

” However the only standard you have for defining whether someone is good or bad is 
whether they have enough money.”. 

Xena was for a short while speechless. 

Isla said, “Mother, I’ve stated sometimes that I’ll make my very own decisions about my 
life! If you demand conflicting, then I’ll instantly leave home as well as never ever come 
back. I’ll just settle you in my following life for bringing me right into this globe. As for 
this life, just consider it as me leaving like Wembley!”. 

Wembley? 

Alex listened to the name once again, which yanked on his heartstrings, as well as 
unconsciously asked, “Who the hell is Wembley?”. 

Xena instantaneously turned pale, considered Alex angrily, and said, “You’re not 
qualified to point out that name!”. 

” Sufficient!”. 

Victor realized that Alex will quarrel with Xena as well as rapidly glared at her. 

” No person will take you for a mute if you do not speak, so do not talk way too much if 
you don’t know just how! Like Lala said earlier, must you break up our family to be 
pleased? If you do compel Lala away, after that you’ll be left all alone!”. 

” I.”. 

Xena was frightened and also quit talking. 

Victor exhaled deeply, steadied his mind, and claimed to Isla, “In the past, I desired you 
to discover a good family to get wed and have kids because I could fall ill anytime and I 
intended to hold a grandchild prior to I left this world. That’s why I wanted to find you a 
worthy person to depend on. Lala, I’m sorry, however Papa was as well selfish and 
overlooked your feelings to please my own little desire.”. 

” Papa …”. 



When Isla heard this, her nose really felt stuffy. 

” Lala, let me end up. Thank paradises that I can live for a couple of even more years. 
I’m completely satisfied that my body has not had any type of major problems so far. 
There have actually been way too many cases at home and also in the company this 
year, but the bright side is that I’ve discovered my lesson before it’s too late. 

You’re all matured and the business appears to have hope, so I run out regrets. At the 
next business conference, I will surrender from all my settings and transfer all my 
shares to you. 

You already have the strength to handle this by yourself, so it’s time for you to take the 
lead. When it comes to me, it’s time to appreciate my old age. From now on, I assure 
not to interfere in either the firm or your marriage.”. 

” Dad, I assumed you said your wellness was great, so you can …”. 

” Lala, I’ve composed my mind on this issue. There’s no demand to claim more.”. 

Victor elevated his hand to stop Isla as well as looked at Alex. 

” I hereby apologize to ask forgiveness. I do not have any personal desires, but I just 
hope that for the sake of my numerous years of running the company and also all my 
tough job and also initiatives, you won’t kick Lala out of the company. 

Alex trembled his head and stated, “I’m not a goon that takes points by force. I’ll only 
take what I are entitled to.”. 

” After that I’m relieved. Thanks! Okay, I have actually stated all I need to claim, so I’ll 
go back initially.”. 

Victor rose, provided Isla a purposeful pat on the shoulder, as well as stepped away. 

His rub implied that he had entirely passed on the setting as head of the family 
members to Isla. 

Xena’s eyes remained in a hypnotic trance, clearly not knowing ahead of time that 
Victor would make such a choice. After contemplating for a moment, she did not know 
what to state and left in a huff. 

Isla originally had a great deal to claim to Alex, yet afterwards episode, her mind was so 
confused that she did not wish to claim a word and also returned to her space to rest. 

All she desired was to have a good night’s rest, really hoping that when she woke up, all 
her ideas would be corrected and all her concerns would certainly dissipate … 



The following day, Victor and Isla did disappoint up at the workplace, that made the 
company a lot more disorderly. No person was working at all. 

To prevent the company from collapsing internally, Alex remained in the office as well 
as attempted to stabilize the situation. 

Around 11:00 am, a Vice Head of state called Lynch called Alex right into the biggest 
boardroom in the workplace. Almost all the workers were there and also almost half of 
them were holding resignation letters in their hands. 

The staff members were very clear about the firm’s situation and also only a few of them 
thought that Alex could bring the firm back to life. 

Also those who did not have their resignation letters now had a wait-and-see attitude 
rather than relying on Alex. 

Alex was somewhat anxious yet he did disappoint it. After taking his seat, he said to 
Vice Head of state Lynch, “Numerous of you are searching for me, even if every one of 
you claimed one word, it’ll take a lot of time. 

Vice Head Of State Lynch, you’re the highest possible ranking person here, so be a rep 
and share your demands.”. 

Vice Head of state Lynch secured his eyebrows and also asked, “We wish to know what 
you prepare to do after you take control of the firm.”. 

” Of course I intend to make money somehow.”. 

” Everybody wishes to generate income. The inquiry is, exactly how are you going to do 
it? You should have a suggestion, right?”. 

” The very first step is to become part of a complete partnership with Ryker Gardens. 
The second action is to enter into a full partnership with Harrods Corp and also Wyatt 
Corp. The third step is …”. 

” Quit!”. 

Vice President Lynch disrupted Alex and also said, “With all due respect, it’s currently 
nearly noon, so why are you still dreaming?”. 
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Alex Cohen was not a fool, so he comprehended Vice Head of state Lynch’s words, but 
he did not get angry. 



He leaned back comfortably in his chair with his left hand on his leg as well as his right 
hand on the table tapping gently on the table. He said indifferently, “Since you don’t like 
what I have to say, after that tell me what you think.” 

Vice Head of state Lynch stated with a sneer, “Take a look at you, are you crazy that I 
said you’re imagining?” 

” I’m paying attention, so continue.” 

To put it bluntly, it was only after Supervisor Sullivan had actually seduced Jared Xavier 
with her elegance that this cooperation was reached, as well as not by the business’s 
stamina. 

Now that Director Sullivan’s beauty technique is no longer efficient, the collaboration 
with Grand Express Corp has actually come to an end. 
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” Exactly what are you attempting to state?” 

” I just want to advise you that being clear concerning yourself and being down-to-earth 
is the means to go. The 3 big groups you just pointed out have a market value of billions 
or even 10s of billions of bucks. 

Do you think they’re run by your family that you can just accept them if you like? If 
company was that very easy to locate, the business would certainly be a Ton of money 
500 firm! Initially, we were going to provide you an opportunity. 

As long as you have a functional and also practical concept, we’re all going to stay and 
also help you in addition to the company to get through these challenging times. 
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Looking at your overly-ambitious position, you’re just not cut out for company, so you 
would certainly better mislead around by yourself!” 

” After all that nonsense, I lastly got your factor. Vice President Lynch, are you so 
particular that I was simply boasting?” 

With your capability, if you were to get in right into a full partnership with any of the 3 
teams, I might bring in Apple’s company to you. 

Right here’s my resignation letter … Forget it, I’ll simply stop without going through the 
process! One more second in a business headed by somebody like you is a waste of 
life!” 



After Vice President Lynch finished speaking, he threw his resignation letter in front of 
Alex. 

Just as simply others came forward, onward to drown Alex sink their resignation letters, 
someone came a person and saidAs well as StatedMr. Cohen, you’re here! The entire 
office was empty, so I believed your firm had actually relocated. 

Alex followed the sound and saw Jordan Finn Ryker walking in, accompanied by a boy. 

All the workers crowded over to take a look and the scene was unexpectedly dynamic. 

” Hey, isn’t that Youthful Master Finn? What’s he doing right here?” 
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” Who is he? What does he do?” 

” No chance, you do not even understand Jordan Finn Ryker? The young kid of Ryker 
Gardens’ Chief Executive Officer, one of the city’s wealthiest young men!” 

” What? Is he the Jordan Finn Ryker that’s also called among Quill City’s ‘Young Master 
Trio’ along with Jared Xavier and also Carlton Favelle?” 

” Yeah … I didn’t believe I would certainly have the possibility to take a look at Young 
Master Finn so closely! He’s so handsome!” 

Alex overlooked the staff members’ chatter, welcomed Jordan, and said with a smile, “I 
was simply talking with them, so you’re not disrupting. 

It’s just that the business has been a mess these past few days, so please don’t be 
upset if I really did not serve you well. Youthful Master Finn, why did you come over 
today?” 

Jordan waved his hand as well as said, “Mr. Cohen, yesterday we discussed complete 
partnership. I returned to review this with my dad and we with one voice made a 
decision to execute this asap. 

Today, I brought Supervisor Warrick, who’s in charge of our company’s marketing and 
publicity, to get accustomed with you.” 

” So that’s exactly how it is. Youthful Master Finn, you’re as well type to come over 
directly.” 

” It’s great … I’m just here to present you both. Afterward, you can just handle Director 
Warrick straight.” 



” Great!”. 

Alex responded his head, shook hands with Director Warrick, as well as was familiar 
with each other formally. They also left contact information with each other. 

Jordan said, “Mr. Cohen, you need to be extremely active when you initially take over 
the firm, and today doesn’t appear like a great time to talk about the information of the 
partnership. In that situation, I’ll leave you to your work initially. 

When you have actually straightened the company, you can call Supervisor Warrick 
whenever and also he’ll come to consult with you at once.”. 

” Exactly how can I bother Director Warrick again? When our business’s back on 
course, I’ll see your office.”. 

” That’s fine too. After that we’ll take our leave. By the way … Mr. Cohen, in addition to 
our service partnership, in the future if there’s anything else your business or you 
directly require aid with, as long as Ryker Gardens is able, simply ask and also we’ll 
definitely do our finest.”. 

” Then I’ll thank you beforehand! Make sure, Youthful Master Finn and Supervisor 
Warrick. I’ll treat you to supper sometime …”. 

In front of Alex, Jordan did not act like a ruined rich kid whatsoever. 

Alex, as a mystical big shot whose actual status was more than Jordan’s, likewise did 
not make a show of it and gave Jordan the politeness he was worthy of. 

This was called common regard. 

Alike, there was additionally an adverse example which was equivalent hatred. 

Alex as well as Jordan only chatted for a few minutes, however it had a big impact on 
the employees present. It completely changed their expertise and also outlook of Alex. 

They never ever assumed that Alex would certainly be so near the renowned Jordan 
Finn Ryker. 

Also the most senior team, who had actually been in the industry for greater than ten 
years, had never ever seen a customer take the initiative ahead to the service provider 
to talk about a partnership prior to. 

The staff members understood that what Alex just claimed was real, and he was not a 
show-off as Vice Head of state Lynch believed. 



Those that had prepared their resignation letters but had not yet sent them silently 
crumpled them up. 

With a red face and a moment’s doubt, he grinned awkwardly and claimed to Alex, “Mr. 
Cohen, I’m sorry. I was as well upset that I have actually stated as well as done things I 
should not have. 

” Allow’s put aside what you claimed and whether you need to claim it or not, yet what 
you did was certainly smart.”. 

” Mr. Cohen, do not flatter me. I’m likewise a staff member of the company, so it’s only 
right that I wish to make the company better.”. 

” No … I’m discussing this!”. 

Alex picked up Vice President Lynch’s resignation letter and shook it while he claimed, 
“Vice President Lynch, I don’t understand much about you and also I intended to 
provide you a possibility. As long as you execute well, I won’t treat you terribly. 

Via today’s conversation, I feel that your understanding and vision are no longer up to 
the business’s advancement requirements. It’s likewise far from what I expect of the 
firm’s leading management. 

Go to the financing division as well as resolve your income. You’re fired. From tomorrow 
… no, from now on, you don’t need to show up right here.”. 

Vice President Lynch remained in distress. 

To recover the opportunity to earn large bucks with Alex, Vice Head of state Lynch 
suppressed his anger as well as claimed patiently, “Mr. Cohen, I are just one of the 
business’s elders. 

If you want to fire me, shouldn’t you review it with President Sullivan? I make certain 
that President Sullivan agrees to provide me an opportunity!”. 

” President Sullivan’s not really feeling well as well as I’m the only one that’s in cost of 
all issues of the firm. Vice Head Of State Lynch, you’re such a large shot, so you should 
have absolutely nothing to hold on to at a small company like ours? 

After Alex ended up talking, he raised his right hand outside and also gestured that he 
could leave. 

Vice Head of state Lynch understood he could not encourage Alex, so he went out and 
called Victor Sullivan’s number. He whined regarding the circumstance and added, 
“Head of state Sullivan, you’re the President and General Supervisor of the business. 



He’s only the acting general manager. Why don’t you offer him a phone call as well as 
just say …”. 

Victor did not wait on Vice Head of state Lynch to complete his sentence prior to he 
replied, “Resign yourself to your fate. I have actually currently done so.”. 

” No … Head of state Sullivan, how could we surrender to destiny? What does it imply 
that you’ve already done so?”. 

” Beep … beep …”. 

In the boardroom, Alex stretched his back, smiled, as well as took a look at the workers. 
He stated, “It appears that much of you have something in your hands. Why do not you 
show it to me?”. 

The staff members shook their heads and also backed away. 

” So do you guys have anything else?”. 

Once more, the employees drank their heads. 

” Then why do not you return to function? Do not you desire your income?”. 

Swoosh! 

The staff members were happy and also rushed out like the wind. 

Knock, knock, knock! 

After a couple of seconds of silence in the boardroom, there was a knock on the door. 

A gorgeous silhouette stood quietly before the door. 

Alex transformed his head as well as was dumbstruck. 

‘ She’s as well pretty … who is she?’. 
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Alex Cohen had never dated, he had actually seen his fair share of beautiful females 
and also there was no shortage of charms around him. 

He had Isla Sullivan at home, Jane Simpson at Hudson Styles, and also Cynthia 
Pedestrian at Gold Stone. They were all top quality appeals at the “school sweetheart” 
degree. 



At this moment, Alex stared at the silhouette at the door, still a little distracted. 

From the looks of it, she was at the very least 1.72 meters. Her functions were 
established on a fragile, unblemished, egg-shaped face, with skin as delicate and also 
fair as a newly peeled off hard-boiled egg, simply like a great porcelain doll. 

She was wearing a perfect white outfit as well as a pair of white flats. 

Her gorgeous face, slim body, as well as fairy-like outfit made her resemble an excellent 
female character, which a computer game company had made to perfection, had 
actually revived from the screen. She could be explained with just 2 words: eye candy. 

The more one considered her, the much more pleasing to the eye she was as well as 
the a lot more one intended to prize her. 

Like a gorgeous painting, she gave individuals a feeling that she might only be seen 
from afar, however not desecrated. 

Alex was not a dunce who might stagnate when he saw a beautiful lady, however he 
was simply as well attracted by her presently. It was clear that this elegance did not 
snap, however he really felt a little self-conscious of himself. 

He lifted his hand to touch his earlobe, slowly walked over, after that smiled and asked, 
“Hey there, that are you looking for?” 

The elegance’s slim lips split a little and also a pleasurable voice sounded. “Hello there, 
I’m looking for Mr. Alex Cohen.” 

” I’m Alex Cohen. You … you are?” 

Alex recalled that Huge Ken once stated that his sibling intended to satisfy him, but he 
discussed a sibling, not a sister. 

The lovely girl trembled her head carefully and said, “Hi, Mr. Alex. My name is Lianna 
Ballantine. My mommy asked me to search for you. She said you’re a little older than 
me as well as asked me to call you Mister.” 

” Oh … who’s your mommy?” 

” Fallon Ballantine.” 

” I don’t understand her either. There’s no one I recognize with the surname of 
Ballantine. I have actually never ever also listened to … oh wait, there’s a person called 
Ballantine on the city’s rich checklist. I noticed it when I was taking a look at the listing. 

He appears to be the CEO of the Harrods Company, called … something Ballantine? 



” Zen Ballantine.” 

” Yes, yes. Zen Ballantine.” 

” He’s my grandfather.” 

” Oh? So you’re the granddaughter of Harrods Corp’s Chief Executive Officer! Be 
available in!” 
. 
Alex instantly came to his detects and also promptly greeted Lianna to go in and sit. 
Today, except as the majority investor, Alex did not also have a serious position in Gold 
Rock, not to mentioned a secretary or an aide or anything. 

No one was there to offer tea or water to the guests, so he directly got a container of 
mineral water for Lianna Ballantine. 

Lianna waved her hand as well as said, “Mr. Alex, I’m not parched. I came today to 
communicate a few words to you on behalf of my mother. 

She claimed that you had actually simply taken control of the firm and ought to’ve come 
here directly to praise you, however she’s not around presently and also won’t be back 
for a couple of days, so we hope you won’t be angered …”. 

” You’re too polite. I’m not even hosting a banquet, so there’s no need for 
congratulations. Please share my thanks to your mommy.”. 

Alex was talking with Lianna when Vice President Lynch, who had loaded up his things, 
passed by the door. Lynch unconsciously quit, gazed at Alex, as well as said, “The 
company’s a mess. 

Do not assume you can relax easy just due to the fact that you have a bargain with 
Ryker Gardens! 

Unexpectedly, Lianna’s eyes lit up, then said to Alex seriously, “Speaking of 
participation … I nearly forgot! 

My mother additionally said that Harrods Corp’s attention and promo can be turned over 
to your business. Simply wait on her ahead back for a comprehensive conversation.”. 

Alex smiled as well as claimed to Vice Head of state Lynch, “Now you can get the hell 
out of right here, right?”. 

” I.”. 

Vice Head of state Lynch regretted it and also left in a hurry. 



Alex looked at Liana once more as well as claimed, “Thank you very a lot. I was just 
assuming of going to the management of your firm some time. 

” My mother heard it from your father.”. 

” To ensure that’s exactly how it is …”. 

Alex figured that Large Ken and also Hunter Yates had actually currently reported his 
circumstance to Wayne Larson. 

Nevertheless, what was the connection between Fallon Ballantine and also Wayne 
Larson? 

Thinking that Lianna may not know, Alex did not ask. He stared at Lianna once more 
and was rather ashamed to ask, “Lianna, can I take the liberty of asking your age? No 
crime, it’s simply out of inquisitiveness as well as you do not need to respond to …”. 

” It’s all right. I’m 21 years of ages as well as I just graduated from college.”. 

” You’ve graduated from college, huh? I thought you were in high school.”. 

” They claim I have an infant face … I’m rather troubled, yet I can’t assist it. I was 
birthed in this way.”. 

Alex repented when he heard her words. 

Lianna actually stated that a child face was bothering? Was that not a big advantage? 

Not just did males like it, however some females desired it too! 

It was truly the most lethal weapon for fabricating one’s age. 

When Lianna ended up speaking, she took her leave. 

Although Alex still had actually not gotten enough of her face, it was unsuitable for him 
to powerfully maintain her below … 

At 3:00 pm, Alex got a phone call from Old Sid stating that the restoration of the suite 
had currently started. 

Alex quickly hurried to the suite and also met with Old Sid. 

Old Sid took the remodelling layout that Alex had made himself and also explained, “Mr. 
Cohen, what you desired is simply a small change, so it can be completed in ten days 
or half a month. 



You’re not an outsider, so if you have any originalities for the follow-up, feel free to table 
them as well as I’ll try to finish this job to the very best of my capacities.”. 

” Thank you. I’m not a nit-picker, so simply get it done according to this layout.”. 

After Alex stated that, he went around your house. 

Old Sid just brought six employees over today, mainly to remove your home of 
undesirable points and also prepare for the next step of restoration. 

When Alex mosted likely to Isla’s old bedroom, he saw that the employees were 
relocating a wooden closet and also swiftly provided a hand. Suddenly, he listened to a 
plop as well as an old-fashioned journal with a lock dropped from the top of the closet. 

The journal was covered with thick dirt as well as looked very old. When it fell, the lock 
flew right off. 

Alex grabbed the journal, turned it open, and unintentionally saw words “Wembley”. All 
of a sudden, his passion stimulated. 

Via Isla’s spread journal entries, Alex lastly had a harsh understanding of Wembley. 

From the moment marked in the journal, he thought that Isla must still be in junior high 
at that time. 

Based upon the contents of the diary, they seemed like a pair in love. 

In other words, Isla, who seemed to be a high and mighty, holier-than-thou person, had 
really remained in love because junior high school as well as had dropped so deeply 
crazy that she even wrote in her diary that she wished to “hug Wembley to sleep once 
more, but Mom would not allow her” as well as other such unattractive words. 

In the end, Wembley left for unknown reasons, which left Isla heartbroken for a long 
time. It was the kind of love that she might never forget as well as no one can ever 
replace. 

Alex reviewed the diary and felt inexplicably flustered. He drove away without 
welcoming Old Sid and also prepared to challenge Isla and also request information. 

However, when he got back to the community parking area, he all of a sudden 
understood that he had nothing to do with Isla any longer, so what right did he have to 
inquire about her past? 

Was it even if he could not stand Isla’s shamelessness? 

Nevertheless, what did that involve him? 



Alex discharged a lengthy sigh, walked to a close-by bar, and also consumed alcohol up 
until 11:00 pm prior to returning home in a daze 
. 
Isla was still waiting in the living room, just like last night. When she saw Alex walking in 
a shaky fashion, she rapidly ran over to aid him. She asked with issue, “Alex, have you 
been consuming alcohol? Exists an affair? Why did you drink a lot when you drove?”. 

” Mind your own business!”. 

Alex flung his arm as well as pushed Isla away. 

” That do you think you are? Huh? 

” I. Alex, I’m sorry. I must’ve shared a few of the concern at the workplace with you.”. 

” Leave me alone! I do not need your concern. You ‘d better simply appreciate your 
Wembley!”. 

When Isla heard this, her entire body trembled … 
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While Alex Cohen was drinking alone at the bar, he made up his mind that he would not 
state Wembley, a word that somehow made his heart ached, before Isla. 

He determined that he would leave your house the next day and also stay at a resort up 
until his villa was done. Reduced off all individual calls with Isla. 

The main thing was that he understood he seemed to have actually succumbed to Isla, 
yet she was unworthy preference. 

It was far better to choose earlier than later on, so he could too simply dupe the 
bandaid. 

Alex, sustained by alcohol and anger, had actually subconsciously pointed out Wembley 
as quickly as he saw Isla. He then staggered back to the guest room to lie down later. 

It was the alcohol that sufficed. If he had actually not been consuming, he would 
certainly have had difficulty resting that night … 
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The following early morning at around 8:00 am, Alex awakened a bit hungover. His 
complex state of mind was not much far better than last evening. 



There were a few missed calls from Cynthia Pedestrian, but he overlooked them. He 
found that Isla did not seem to be at home, yet likewise did not care a lot. After just 
washing up, he went back to his space and started to pack up his points. 

” Bang, bang, bang … Bang, bang, bang …”. 

All of a sudden, someone was battering on the door. 
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It was not a knock, but someone had in fact battered on the door with force. 

Quickly later, Xena Sanders and Victor Sullivan’s voices came from outside, screaming 
for Alex to unlock quickly. 

Alex pulled the door open listlessly. 

Xena rushed in with one step, elevated her hand, and also pushed Alex while she 
viciously questioned him. 

” Kid of a b * tch! What did you do to Lala?”. 

Alex was struck unexpectedly and instantly sobered up, but his rage increased. He 
blazed at Xena and claimed, “What’s wrong with you? Why did you push me? 

You have actually pertained to tease me so early in the morning. Do you have 
absolutely nothing to do, or what?”. 

” Stop talking! You boy of a b * tch! Do you still not know that Lala left?”. 

” So what if she left … wait, what do you mean? Did she escape from home?”. 
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” If not? Cynthia stated that you didn’t get the phone when she called you, to ensure 
that’s why she called us claiming that Lala left and that you need to’ve made her 
upset!”. 

The even more Xena talked, the angrier she came to be and wished to proceed 
pressing Alex. 

Victor fast held Xena back as well as blazed at Alex. 

” Lala did state she was mosting likely to run away from residence when she seethed at 
us that day, but that was only a moment of rage. Because that night up until today, Lala 



remained at residence and also really did not go out. She never ever met or contacted 
us. 

The only person that saw her was you. So even if you didn’t force her to leave, you 
need to have something to do with it. You have to give us a clear description on this 
issue, or I. I will not be do with you!”. 

” When did you become a mute? Speak out!”. 

Xena and also Victor were both furious. They got hold of Alex and launched into a 
battery of inquiries. 

When it comes to Alex, since the moment he heard that Isla had left, his mind was a 
little bit fragmented. 

He did not hear what Victor and Xena stated afterward and was completely submersed 
in his thoughts. At this critical moment, his mind was spinning exceptionally quick as 
well as suddenly considered an opportunity. 

” I know, Isla primarily possibly went to look for Wembley.”. 

” What?” 
. 
Xena instantly considered Victor, then looked at Alex in scary. 

Victor covered his heart as well as his face instantly went white. 

” Alex, you can not claim that nonsense. Try remembering once more. Are you certain 
that Lala truly … went trying to find Wembley?”. 

Alex collected that Isla’s love for Wembley was so extensive that she still could hold of it 
until now. The reason Isla was unwilling to wed Jared Xavier was not just since she 
hated Jared, however likewise due to the fact that she did not wish to marry anyone but 
Wembley. 

Isla was at loggerheads with her household and he had scrubed salt in her wounds last 
night, so normally talking, it was likely that an individual that was incredibly distressed 
would certainly surrender everything as well as would certainly go to the only person 
that could give them convenience. 

When Alex thought of this, he responded his head and also said, “If I remained in her 
placement, I ‘d definitely go to Wembley.”. 

” Ah …”. 



Victor unexpectedly felt his heart cramped up. He could not stand firm, leaned on the 
footwear shelf, as well as glided down straight to the floor. Xena did not manage to hold 
him up. 

He laid level on the ground with his hands squeezed at his heart. His face was 
frighteningly pale and also his breathing was extraordinarily quick. There was 
additionally vomit coming out of the corner of his mouth. 

This was a signs and symptom of an acute heart attack! 

Xena panicked and also cried at Victor’s side. 

” Old man, do not frighten me! We do not also understand what’s going on with Lala. If 
anything occurs to you, our household would be entirely damaged! You’ve reached 
hang in there. I’m calling a rescue currently. You’ve got to hang tough …”. 

Alex had actually already made the emergency phone call and quickly crouched down. 
He put one hand under Victor’s head and his other hand lightly patted Victor’s chest to 
aid him take a breath much easier. 

A life went to risk. At this defining moment, Alex put away all his previous grudges with 
the Sullivan household without a second thought. 

He was not a paramedic as well as had little first-aid understanding, so he could just do 
what he could. The rescue came in time. Together, it was from Trinity Hospital that 
Francis Cohen was staying at. 

The paramedic provided emergency situation emergency treatment to Victor Sullivan on 
the scene and also right away took him downstairs to the rescue. 

Xena followed him downstairs with red eyes and also blazed at Alex. She angrily 
claimed, “Child of a b * tch! Were you sent by God as a curse to our family members? 

In simply a few hours, you’ve forced Lala right into an edge, then you provided the old 
man a cardiac arrest! You ‘d better pray they’re all alright! Or else I’ll haunt you even if I 
die!”. 

Alex comprehended Xena’s feelings as well as did not argue, however his heart was 
confused. 

Exactly how was it requiring Isla into an edge if she went to search for Wembley? 

Practically talking, Isla had ultimately comprised her mind to head to the one she 
enjoyed. Was that not a good idea? 

Xena was currently in the ambulance, accompanying Victor to the health center. 



Alex did not postpone and rapidly mosted likely to the basement parking lot to clear out. 
Seeing that Cynthia Walker had just left a cab, he drove the cars and truck over without 
hesitation, dropped in front of her, as well as yelled, “Hurry! Follow me to the hospital! 
Head of state Sullivan’s sick!”. 

Cynthia knew that Victor Sullivan was suffering from heart disease, so as quickly as she 
heard this, she understood something was wrong. She entered into the automobile and 
also asked urgently, “What’s taking place?”. 

” Sigh … it’s a long story!”. 

Alex sighed and drove the auto. He quickly described what had actually occurred with 
Victor as well as Xena previously. 

After Cynthia heard this, her eyes bulged out to its limitation as well as stated, “Do not 
scare me! Did Lala actually go to Wembley?”. 

” That’s what I gathered!”. 

” You … you … what should I state regarding you? Is this the example you can simply 
state just? Forget about Lala, you’re at fault for Head of state Sullivan’s illness!”. 

” No … I’m not shirking my responsibility, but you’ve got to inform me what’s occurring, 
right?”. 

Cynthia took a deep breath, calmed down, and also said in as calmness a tone as 
feasible, “Alex, do you know who Wembley is?”. 

Alex was stunned and replied, “I don’t recognize, however you do not recognize either, 
right?”. 

” Lala as well as I have known each other considering that we were youngsters. That 
time you asked me concerning Wembley, I acted I didn’t know due to the fact that 
Wembley was taboo to Lala as well as her family members. 

” Why am I getting a growing number of confused the more you discuss it?”. 

” After that let me give it to you right. Wembley’s full name is Wembley Sullivan. He’s 
Lala’s younger bro!”. 

” What?”. 

When Alex found out of this critical info, he was fiercely drunk. He integrated his current 
understanding of Wembley Sullivan with what Cynthia had actually just stated, after that 
came to a possible conclusion that was hard to approve. 



” Has Wembley already …”. 

Cynthia responded her head as well as said with a bitter face, “That’s right! When Lala 
was in junior high, Wembley left us forever. He died of a cardiac arrest. 

It’s genetic … he started to get different medical treatments soon after birth, but 
regrettably in the end, he was incapable to conquer this disease.”. 

” It’s all my fault. I was wrong …”. 

Alex knew that there had been an enormous misconception and his heart hurt with a 
combination of guilt and regret. 

He had not just misunderstood the relationship in between Isla and Wembley, however 
he had also caused Victor to fall ill due to his inaccurate evaluation. To make up for his 
mistake, he quickly telephoned to Big Ken. 

” Brother, do you know any clinical specialists? Can you assist me locate a physician 
that concentrates on cardiovascular disease? The circumstance is immediate …”. 

Cynthia was not sitting idly and continued to call Isla’s phone that could not be gotten to 
over and over again … 

 


